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Raven Flight Corps is a leadership class designed to increase school spirit and involvement. The
chosen group of juniors and seniors (from the previous spring’s application process) satisfies this
need by planning school spirit assemblies, leading the student sections at games, making spirit
signs throughout the school building and at events, updating RFC social media posts, and
supporting the school’s sports teams and activities.

Expectations:
1) Students will be engaged during class time. Homework, phones/computers (unless

looking something up for the current conversation) should be put away during
brainstorming, activities, and class discussions.

2) Students will refrain from side conversations during class discussion. All RFC members
are encouraged to share ideas and concerns with the entire group.

3) Students will lead class activities as assigned.
4) Students will attend up to 2 mandatory events outside of the school day per week.
5) Students will be leaders of the school by being good role models and participants, when it

is an RFC-required event and when it is not.
6) Students will communicate any concerns with the sponsor/teacher: date conflicts,

conflicts within the group, student body pushback, or any additional frustrations.

Supplies:
There are some supplies that each student should be equipped with for RFC class.

1) Students each need a paint shirt to be left in the classroom for paint days. Usually paint
days fall on block days, but some weeks there will be more required painting days.

2) Students also should provide some class supplies by Wednesday, Aug. 23.
Last names A-M should bring a package of at least 75 disposable plates for painting.
Last names N-Y should bring a pack of cleaning wipes (for paint clean up).
More supplies may be necessary as the school year progresses. Please reach out with
concerns or if you need help acquiring materials.

3) Students will receive an RFC Activity pass courtesy of ONW so that they can attend all
the required events for this class.

4) Students will receive an RFC shirt to wear for assembly and certain RFC- sponsored
events.

RFC is an amazing experience, and I hope you will get as much from being a part of this elite
group as I do leading it each year!

Mrs. Paugh
jjlutt@olatheschools.org
Share with me through Google Drive: jjlutt@students.olatheschools.com
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